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Irrproving the Quality of Water Releases Fran

Reservoirs by Means of a large Diameter Purrp

by

James E. Garton and Charles E. Rice

Introduction

In tanperate zones many lakes and reservoirs stratify in the s1.lrmErtime.

'!he wintertime a:mditions of llllifonn tanperature and oxygen throughout the

depth are altered bY the increase in ineaning radiation. '!he lxxly of water is

not able to transmit the heat as rapidly as it is received at the surface, so

three zones develop. The wann top layer, the epililmion, is fairly unifonn

in tanperature and usually has a high oxygen content. The middle layer, the

thernocline, is a zone of rapidly decreasing tanperature and oxygen. The bot-

tam layer, the hypolimnion, is at a fairly llllifonn lower tanperature and fre-

quently is devoid of oxygen. In the hypol:irrnion high levels of iron, manga

nese, hydrogen sulfide, armonia, dissolved hydrocarbons and other toxic sub-

stances may develop. Tho-thirds to three-fourths or !lOre of the depth of the

lake may become anoxic. The volume occupied by aquatic life and the bottom

area available for food production may be greatly reduced. Many reservoirs

have been designed with the intake structure within the anoxic zone. When

water is released fran the reservoir it may result in fish kills in the river

below the dam, or the level of hydrogen sulfide may be such that people

wouldn I t stay even if the fish did.
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Research Institute.
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MIDy of these reservoirs, sane of which were constructed specifically

to improve the quality of water in the stream, violate Environmental Pro

tection Agency regulations when the water is released from the reservoir.

A recent ooncern is the levels of dissolve:'! hydrocarbons in water.

'!hese substances pass through filtration plants. When the water is chlori

nated to nake it safe for drinking, some of these substances becorre chlorinated

producing chlorinated hydrocarbons. '!hese substances are not desirable in

drinking water.

In the autumn at the end of a period of cloudy weather, the level of

oxygen production by algae may be very laY in the epilimnion. If the fall

turn:>ver of the reservoir occurs at this time, the high oxygen denand of the

bottom waters may deplete the falling oolder water of oxygen. The resulting

laY level of oxygen in the reservoir coupled with high levels of armonia re

leased from the hypolimnion may result in massive fish kills.

'!he high levels of iron and manganese cause staining of plumbing fix

tures and may reach levels high enough to cause health problems.

For a corrprehensive review of the subject of lake destratification, the

reader is referred to the extensive bibliography developed by 'Ibetz, willun

and SUrrrrerfelt (1 ).

Because of the alrrost universally beneficial effects of reservoir de

stratification, one might ask why rrore of it is not being done. The answer

would seem to be that the equipnent is expensive and canplicated, the main

tenance costs have been high and the methods used have a high energy require

ment, resulting in high operating costs. Also, not enough is krown about the

physical relationships to accurately design a device for a given reservoir.

Prior to 1971, reservoirs were generally destratified by bubbling air

from the bottcm to the top, inducing a water circulation upward, or by pumping
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fran the bottom to the top using existing purrping equir:ment .

Disregarding the high energy requiranents and oostly equipnent, one

might question the logic of noving the water fran the bottom of a lake to

the top. It \\'Quld seem nore logical to purrp the oxygen rich surface waters

to the bottom of the lake. '!he shock to the system might be less. A rrajor

deterrent to this approach was that IX) hardware was available to aca::xrplish

the task.

Analysis of the Problem

An analysis of the problem indicated that a large axial-flow pump \\'Quld

be required. '!he area of such a device is proportional to the square of the

diameter. '!he head loss through the device is proportional to the square of

the velocity. '!he rate of flow through the device is equal to the area times

the velocity. '!he power requirement is proportional to the rate of flow times

the head loss. The power required for a given flow rate should vary as the

square' of the diameter and the square of the:q:m. To pump the large quantities

necessary to destratify large lakes such a device should have an extremely

large diameter and an extremely slow rotative speed. '!he velocity of the water

through the device Imlst be sufficient to reach the bottom of the lake.

In July 1971, Garton and Quintero (2 ) designed a lake destratifier using

a 42-inch crop drying fan with a rounded entrance, a cylindrical throat and a

fabric diffuser. '!he length and flare angle of the diffuser were varied. In

the study, sane tests were run without a diffuser. '!he diffuser increased

the aIiount of water purrped at a given horsepower about 32 percent.

Preliminary Tests

During t.he sunmer of 1972 the device was roved to Ham's Lake five miles

west of Stillwater, Oklahorra. Ham's Lake is an upstream floodwat.er detention

reservoir of the SCS. It. has supplemental i=igation water storage. 'l'he
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area of the lake is approximately 101 acres and the maximum depth is about

34.5 feet. The Volune stored is approximately 960 acre-feet. The device

was operated during sane preliminary tests for about 5 weeks and destratified

the lake.

Caged catfish were being grown in the lake am. the operator requested we

not operate the device. ~ing the six weeks that the device was rot opera

ting the lake restratified. At the end of the six week period the lake

turned over at the end of a week of cloudy, 0001 weather. All of the fish

in the cages died. One has a problem when he has one-htmdred-fifty-thousand

dead catfish which weigh abrost tv.u pounds each. After burying about 1/6

of the fish, the others were dumped in the lake. we then operated the pump

for about another IlOnth.

~ing our operations, the crop drying fan blade was lost fran the

shaft. After several scuba tanks of air, we gave up am. replaced it with a

42-inch oooling ~r fan. This stamped sheet metal fan had nine blades can

pared to the seven bladed cast aluminum =p drying fan. Because of this

fortunate accident we increased the arrount we could pump with the same power

about 17 percent.

~ing 1973, a sheet metal skirt with an upper diameter of 3.5 feet, a

lower diameter of 7 feet,a lenoth of 16 feet was constructed and installErl.

This skirt perfonued the same as the fabric skirt of the same dimensions.

Because the skirt was awkward to install and required gimbals on the pump,

we decided to see if the device v.uuld destratify Ham's Lake without a skirt.

The pump was operated for a week and reduced the stability fran an initial

value of 3.95 KWH to a final value of 1.3 KWH. These values corresponded to

a change in the tanperature gradient of 140 C initial to about 2.50 C final

thus eliminating rrost of the stratification. At the end of the week, the

sheet metal skirt was installed and the device was operated the ranainder
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of the SUllIller with the skirt.

Steichen (3) reported calculated destratification efficiencies of 4.6

to 6.0 percent. Although these values may seem low, they were 3 to 200

times as efficient as others had reported. He also made extensive tests on

the effects of lake destratification on water quality pararreters.

'!he device was operated satisfactorily in 1974 without a skirt. A

slightly lower efficiency was accepted to simplify the design of the raft.

Lake Arbuckle Studies, 1974

Because of our successes on Ham's Lake arrl the interest of federal

agencies in efficient reservoir destratifiers we were able to obtain a grant

from the Office of water Research and Technology to develop arrl test a larger

device on Lake Arbuckle.

'!here were no guidelines on what the significant pararreters were for

the design of such a device. After three years of testing by various univer

sities and federal agencies, not enough is known to accurately design such

devices. Lake Arbuckle has about 23 times the area of Ham's Lake, about 3

tines the depth and about 75 times the volume. we were able to destratify

Ham's Lake in about 2 weeks with about 10,000 gpn.

soma designs were developed for a device using a 28 foot cooling tower

fan and pumping a calculated 650,000 gallons per minute. Because of lack of

experience in building such things and having no experts to consult with we

decided to build a ffilaller device. soma 16. 5 foot Curtiss-Wright, variable

pitch, three bladed propellers were available fran surplus, so we decided

to install one of them under a 20 x 20 foot reCM:lod raft using expanded foam

flotation.

An industrial engine using gasoline for fuel was purchased. A 67.4 to

1 right angle reduction gear was obtained. During 1974 the tip angle of the
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blades was set at 10 degrees am operatoo at various speeds up to 12 RPM. At

12 RPM the device pumped about 220,000 gallons per minute. This was found

using a propeller =rent rreter traverse 7 feet below the blade. '!he device

was startoo July 17 and operated at 5 RPM for 7 days and at 9 RPM for 9 days.

'!he speed was increased to 12 RPM on August 2 and operated until August 31.

we were scheduled to make torque and power measuranents on septanber 2, but

a wind stonn producing 4-foot high waves rendered the device inoperable the

night of August 31. The shaft was bent so operation was stopped for 1974.

we learned many things the first year. The lake turned over in early

8eptarber which was about a rronth earlier than usual. When it turned over

the terrperature and oxygen becarre alrrost llnifonn top to botton. Another

thing we learned was that it is inpossible to keep a gasoline engine opera

ting 100 percent of the time. we were able to operate about 92 percent of the

available hours. sane other useful infonnation was that we needed better

guarding to keep the anchor ropes out of the propeller, that we needed a

wind-actuated shut down device and that gasoline resistant foam should have

been used. In September, the device was remJVed from the lake and transported

to Stillwater for rebuilding.

Lake Arbuckle, 1975

During the winter the device was carpletely rebuilt with gasoline resis

tant foam flotation. A wind actuated shutoff device was used to deactivate

the engine when wind speeds exceeded 35 MPH for 1 minute. Improved guarding

of the blade was installed, the shaft was straightened and the blade angle

on the new propeller set at a 6.5 degree tip angle. This tip angle was cal

culated to produce the flow at 20 RPM that the other tip angle produced at

12 RPM.

The device was transported back to Lake Arbuckle and during the week

preceding Marorial Day we occupied about half of the boat launching area at
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the Point on Lake Arbuckle assanbling the device. Figure 1 slnNs the P1.lIlp

being assanbled. We decided to try a new launch procedure, which was made

necessary by the improved guarding. Axles were installed at the laver end

of the legs at each corner. (Figure 2). Rubber tires and wheels v.ere rrounted

on the axles. As the device was rolling down the boat launching ranp on

Friday rrorning, we discovered that a t=-fcot wheel will not roll over a one

foot sand bar. We pulled it back out of the lake and installed 1000 pounds

of flotation on the end of each leg. It still wouldn't clear the sand bar.

An additional 500 pounds of flotation on the front wheels and v.e were afloat.

'Ihis extra flotation caused the front end to rise and back end to sink. When

all of the flotation was cut loose fran the front end, it sank and the back

end floated. Raroval of the back flotation righted the raft. At 7 :30 p.m.

a relieved Park Service Ranger saw us afloat. By 9:00 p.m. on a rroonless

night we had the device toNed to location and anchored. OUr return to lake

Arbuckle was with an improved PUlllJ, improved instrurrentation for measuring

tanperature and oxygen, and a year of good experience. Figure 3 shows the

PUlllJ in place.

Measuranents were made of flow rate, rotative speed and torque,

Figure 4. The device pUlllJed 207,000 gpn at 20 RPM and required 7.32 horse

p:JWer. At 18 RPM the flow was 186,000 gpn and the p:JWer required was 5.33

horsepower.

The PUlllJ was placed in operation on June 2 at 18 RPM and was operated

until July 2 when the speed was increased to 20 RPM. The pump was operated

until September 13. On that date the lake turned over and the pmq:> was not

operated again.

A regular program of readings at 6 locations on the lake was begun when

the pmq:> was started. These locations are shown on Figure 5 The raft was

located (labeled R) near Station 2. Readings of temperature and dissolved



Figure 1. The raft being assanbled at lake Arbuckle in 1975. 'IW:> forklifts
with extensions were used to lift raft.



Figure 2.
'lbe raft being rolle:l dCMn the boat ramp at Lake Arbuckle.



Figure 3. The raft ancOOred in place near the dam on lake Arbuckle.
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oxygen were madf, at one rreter intervals at each location on a twice a

week, or rrore often, sampling schedule.

Stability Index

A oonvenient rrethod of reducing a large mass of temperature data to

a single mnnber is the stability index. '!his parameter is a measure of the

energy required to OCIllpletely destratify a lake. 'Ib calculate the stability

index the lake is divided into one rreter horizontal slices. The mean tanper

atures on each side of the slice are averaged arrl the density found for this

tenperature. The volume is assumed to be equal to the average end area

tines the one rreter distance. The center of weight is assurra:J. to be at the

midpoint of the slice. The distance fran the water surface to the midpoint

of each slice is multiplied by the weight of the slice to find the rrnnent

about the surface. The sum of the rn::rnents divided by the total weight of the

lake gives the distance to the centroid. The centroid is also calculated

for a destratified lake, assuming a uniform tarperature. The weight of the

lake multiplied by the distance between the centroids is equal to the YoOrk

required to destratify the lake.

The authors were oot satisfied with the assumptions made in this cal

culation so they calculated the stability index using the slice as a trun

cated oone. The density of each face was calculated, and a weighted density

found. The centroid of the variable density oone was found, and the rrorrent

calculated as above. A c:arparison between the two rrethods on two lakes for

each sarrq:>ling day indicated a maxirrn.nn difference of less than 1% in the rreth

ods. Because of the simplicity of the presently used method, there does not

appear to be sufficient loss of accuracy to change to the rrore OCIllplicated

rrethod.

The stability index is a single number which indicates the degree of



lake stratification for a given lake. An i.rxl.ex of zero indicates a can

pletely mixed lake. A negative index indicates an unstable lake. Q'lly

small negative values are ever observed.

OXygen Distribution Index

The authors have developed an oxygen distribution index to serve the

same function for oxygen that the stability index serves for tenperature.

It is calculated in the sarre way except that the weight of oxygen in the

slice is used instead of the weight of water. The oxygen distribution in

dex gives a single number which is a measure of the oxygen distribution of

the lake. The total oxygen content as well as the location will have an

influence on the size of the index. A value of zero i.rxl.icates that the

lake is completely destratified for oxygen. Zero values are not usually

achieved, as the values near the surface are alrrost always larger than the

bottan values. As this is a new concept, the values of stability iooex

versus oxygen distribution index are presented for both Ham I S lake,

Figure 6, and Arbuckle Lake, Figure 7 . An interesting observation

from the curve for Arbuckle lake is that the oxygen stability index changed

very little while the stability index was decreasing to about \ of its max

imum value. Figure 8, which is a plot of oxygen distribution index am.

stability index versus date of reading for Ham I S lake, shcMs that the oxygen

distribution index lags the stability index. The first few days of opera

tion reduced the oxygen stability index by half and the lake was well mixed

chemically after 26 days am. was maintained in that condition.

Figure 9 which is a plot of oxygen distribution index am. stability

index versus date of reading for lake Arbuckle, shows that the lakes did

not behave similarly. The graph indicates that a lake can be weakly strat

ified thermally and strongly stratified for oxygen. Figure 10 shows that on

14
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4 HAM'S LAKE 1975

STABILITY INDEX VS. OXYGEN DISTRIBUTION INDEX
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900 ARBUCKLE LAKE -1975

STABILITY INDEX VS. OXYGEN DISTRIBUTION INDEX
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Septenber 7, the talperature difference between the surface and the 21

meter depth was less than 2. 5 degrees, but the oxygen content below 5 meters

was essentially zero. A week later the stability index was zero, and the

oxygen distribution index was a very low value. The conclusion to be reached

is that anything less. than total thennal destratification might not achieve

chanica! mixing.

Figure 11 indicates that the stability index in 1975 was naintained at

a level about half that of the previous two years. The lower stability index

was not acccmpanied by a lower oxygen distribution index. The oxygen distri

bution index in 1975 was conparable to the values obtained in 1973, but 1974

had two periods during which the oxygen was much rrore poorly distributed than

in 1973 and 1975.

Figure 12 shows the average tenperature and average dissolved oxygen

values for different dates during 1975. The average oxygen content was gen

erally lower than values obtained during 1973 and 1974. The average tenpera

ture was lov.er in 1973 than in 1975. Until July 30, the average water temp

erature in 1974 was higher than in 1975, but after that date the readings

were lower than in 1975.

'!he average dissolved oxygen oontent was plotted against the average

water tenperature in Figure 13. A plot of the oxygen solubility curve is

also included. There seems to be a slight hysteresis loop in the data. At a

given tenperature, lower oxygen values were observed while the lake was wann

ing than while it was cooling. This was probably related to lake stability

in that the oxygen values did not increase gre'itly until after the fall tUITlOver.

Figure 10 , a plot of tenperature and oxygen at different depths (in

meters) during the SUI1ller of 1975 shows that the device was ineffective in

redistributing the oxygen in the lake until after the fall turnover on Sept.

13. en that date unifonn tenperatures were read to 21 meters. At the fall
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LAKE ARBUCKLE 1975
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turnover, the OYygen o:mtent fran 6 to 21 meters increased fran zero to

about 2.5 mg/L. 'Ihis was accarpanied by a drop in the surface oxygen from

7.0 to about 4.2 mg/L.

The ta"lq:lerature in the depths of the lake increased oontinoously from

the start of our purrp illltil the fall turnover. Alth:lUgh the data is skimpy,

it appears that the mixing effort increased the average temperature about 10 C

in August canpared with 1973 and 1974. This data, supported by our data on

Ham's Lake does not show a great reduction in surface temperatures by mixing.

On Ham's Lake in 1975 the bottom tanperatures increased 12.50 c. during the

first 18 days of operation, and on the 18th day the surface ta"lq:lerature ex

ceeded 300 c.

Figure 14 is a plot of the temperature at different depths on selected

dates for Arbuckle Lake. A canparison of profiles on July 24 for 1968 (0b

tained fran Duffer and Harlan (4» and 1975, shcMs sanewhat nore unifonn

temperatures in 1975 with a wanning of the deeper depth nore noticeable. A

cemparison of Septanber 13, 1975 with OCtober 16, 1968 indicates that the

lake had destratified during the fall turnover about a nonth earlier and nore

c=p1ete1y in 1975.

Figure 15 is a similar plot of oxygen distribution of different selec

ted dates. The oxygen on July 7, 1975 was only slightly better distributed

than July 24, 1968. By Septanber 7, 1975 the distribution was much poorer.

The oxygen oontent below 5 meters on that date was essentially zero. six days

later, the oxygen content varied only fran about 3.5 at 23 meters to 4 ppn

at the surface. CCrnpare the Septanber 13, 1975 the oxygen distribution with

the OCtober 16, 1975 distribution. This evidence that the fall turnover

occurred a nonth earlier is much nore striking than the cemparab1e temperature

data.
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Figure 14. Comparison of temperature profiles on selected dates, 1968
and 1975, for Lake Arhuckle.
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Figure 15. Comparison of dissoived oxygen on selected dates, 1968
and 1975, for Lake Arbuckle.
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'!his graph provides a rreans of visible a:rnpa.rison of the oxygen distri

bution index associate:i with different oxygen distributions. The value for

september 7, 1975 is 1.3 X 106 Kg-M and nor July 7, 1975 is 1.5 X 106• The

value for OCtober 16, 1968 is 5.0 X 105 Kg-M. The sum of the llDIllellts about

the surface is a function of both the anomt of oxygen and its distribution,

so the index might not be a very sensitive rreasure of poorly distribute:i oxy

gen. The value for September 13, 1975 is 1. 7 X 105 Kg/M. '!he lower index

values are associate:i with a better oxygen distribution. A judgement as to

the usefulness of the index is left to the reader.

Quality of Released Water

'!he major objective of the project was to improve the quality of the

water released from the reservoir. We had hoped to c:arq:>letely destratify

the lake chemically, and by adding oxygen to the l~r waters, to improve

the quality of the water in the botton 20 rreters of the entire lake. W=

were not able to chemically destratify the lake.

The destratifier was locate:i near the outlet from the lake. The deep

est p?rtion of the lake at station number 1 was 1300 feet away from the

pUlp.

The terrperature and oxygen contents of the released water were sarrpled

periodically by drawing water from a tap on the Supply pipe. The oxygen

level at the elevation of the outlet (21 feet) at sampling stations number

one and two were obtained by interfX)lation.

Figure 16 is a plot of the levels of dissolved oxygen at the three lo

cations for the period of mid-July to late August. As can be seen from the

plots, the levels at station two and the outlet water were closely co=elated.

These levels were usually one to two parts per million higher than the levels

at station one at the deepest part of the lake. In retrospect, it would have
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Figure 16. Comparison of oxygen content in outlet water with oxygen
content at stations 1 and 2, Lake Arbuckle, 1975.
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been wise to 10C'ate the purrp directly over the outlet. we have proposed to

do this on a shallCM Corps of Engineers lake in Mississippi. It might be

IlOre conservative of energy to simply purrp the surface waters clown to be

discharged through the outlet. CA1e \\Quld not reap the benefits of redistribu

ting the oxygen, but it may be easier to achieve the limited objective. A

large conduit might help to contain the surface waters to the bottom of the

lake.

Sunmary and Conclusions

A 16.5 foot diam=ter punp was assembled and installed on lake Arbuckle.

~ purrp was operated for six weeks during 1974 and for three rronths during

1975. Perfonnance information was cbtained for the 1975 purrp having a 6.5

degree tip angle. '!be 1975 purrp was operated at 186,000 gallons per minute

for a rronth and then increased to 207,000 gallons per minute. Although the

physical relationships are not a=ately knc1.m, our data indicates that this

purrping rate needs to be increased by a factor of 2 or 3 to chemically de

stratify the lake in a reasonable time. Even though we decreased the sta

bility of the lake by half, the lake ranained strongly stratified for oxygen.

lake Arbuckle turned over in the fall about a rronth earlier than usual.

At the time of turnover the lake was rrore canpletely mixed than in previous

years.

~ oxygen content in the outlet water was maintained at a level about

one to tYAJ ppn higher than the level in the main body of the lake.

'!be knowledge of how to design, build and operate this type of purrp has

been advanced considerably. The sizing of such a device to a given lake is

still not an exact science.

In retrospect, we probably should have designed and built the 28 foot

diam=ter purrp. This approach to lake destratification has a lot to reecmnend

it. sane progress has been made, but much rrore remains to be learned.
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TABLE I

OBSERVED AND CALCULATED DATA FOR VARlOOS DATES, LAKE ARBUCKLE

SURFACE CENTROID TOTAL SURFACE AVHAGE AVEP AGE TOTAL STABILITY OXYGEN
CATE T I ME ElEVAT}UN ElEVAT ION VOLUME AREA TEMPERATURE D. O. OXYGEN INDEX DISTRIBUTION

(MEDIAN) (ME:TERS J (METERS I tH,a-"11 (HECTARESI ( DEG. C I (MG/t) {KGI (K..,HJ INDEX
(KG-M,

Jut y 24 o. 8 :00 •• 265.87 25d.1:I2 9006.9 958.0 26.3 3•• 32313 12. 1005.5679 1421048.
CCT I. .B 8:00 •• 26~.qO 258.84 9030.3 959.6 20.Q ••1 550099. 111.6189 503315.
Jut ... 30 •• 8:.)0 •• 265.69 258.b8 8836.0 946.3 26.4 3.3 292592. 1357.2632 1263408.
OCT 15 b' tl:JO AM 266.2.7 259.12 9390.9 984.0 19.4 b.4 596835. 102.7808 317348.
JULY 12 14 3: 00 P. 265.78 258.75 8913.7 951.9 24.8 5.7 512391. 909.4409 1620290.
Jut y 14 14 3:0J PM 265 .. 78 258.7:' 8911.9 951.9 26.1 5.0 445304. 1322.4155 1488173.
Jut V I. 14 3: jO PM 265.18 258.75 891l.9 951.9 26.2 5., 508207. 1396.4587 188080,..
JUt V 11 14 4:00 P. 265.71i 258.76 8<Hl.9 951.9 25.5 5. 475065. 1175.1860 1915'510.
Jut" Ie ,. }:40 P. 2t,5.71 258.75 8901.9 951.5 25.1 5 • ., 498528. 1158.675J 2021131.
JULY 24 14 11:05 AM 265.75 258.73 8882.9 949.9 21.3 4.3 383697. 1248.9531 1656491.
Juty 25 14 3:55 P. 265.74 258.72 8875.9 949.3 26.4 4.1 415447. 1268.9810 1368630.
JUl Y 2b 74 11:10 AM 265.74 258.72 8879.3 949.3 26.9 '.4 386429. 1335.4119 1239481.
Jut y 21 14 10=55 •• 265.74 258. 12 8819.3 949.3 21.0 :> .1 453846. 1243.9666 1395735.
Jut ... 2' 14 5:00 P. 205.74 258.12 8814.2 949.3 27.1 :>.3 469158. 1476.8112 1651605.
JUl Y 29 14 12=00 PM 265.13 25tl.72. 8861.2 948.1 21.5 4.4 394393. 1429.1954 1440337.
Jut y 30 14 10:45 •• 265.12 258.10 88t:4.8 948.3 26.8 4.1 362025. 1065.3188 1206043.
JUt Y 31 ,. 12.=15 P. 265.72 258.70 3859.0 947.9 2b.8 4.4 366651. L240.258L 1349627.
.uG 19 14 1: 40 PM 265.75 258.13 8893.7 950.3 24.8 4.5 391842. 185.5591 1484181.
.UG 20 74 9:45 .M 265.74 258.73 8878.8 949.5 2: 5. it 4.4 395049. 593.1311 1303244.
.UG 21 14 11:10 AM 205.13 2:5~.ll 8813.5 941:).9 24. b 3.9 342401. 728.6506 1491286.
• uG 23 14 ll: 25 •• 26:>.73 258.11 88t:5.2 948.5 2: 5. 1 5.1 508898. 804.1925 2018362 •
>uG 30 14 4: 10 PM 265.16 25d.73 88li6.6 950.5 24.9 5.0 448612. 569.4219 161'0683.
• UG 31 14 10:55 AM 265. 70 251:1.13 1:1896.6 95u.5 27.4 5.2 461193. 549.0015 1291920 •
SEPT 1 14 10:30 .M 2t5.76 258.73 8896.6 950.5 27.4 4.B -.2464,. 412.4514 1110146.



SURFACE CENTROiD TDUL SURFACE AVEflAGE AVERAGE TOTAL Sf AB ILITY OXYGEN
DATE TI ~E tLEvATIUN ElEVATIO~ VOLUME AREA TEMPERATURE D.O. ~XYGEN INDEX DISTRIBUTION

(MEDIAN) IMETFRSI I METERS) IHA-Mt (HEC TARES I IOEG. C I (M-G/lt (KG) (KWH) INDEX
( KG-''ll

~AY 17 7J 10:.00 AM 2eS.81 258.78 8943.6 953.9 19.8 6.9 618032. 467.3372 770488.
JUl'Y 3 73 10 00 AM 265.82 258.78 8953.9 954.5 24.8 3.3 295628. 1041.3594 1138811.
JULY Ie 73 10 00 AM 265.84 258.79 8911.4 955.7 23.7 3.5 317588. 999.4888 1418986.
JULY 17 73 10 OU AM 265.84 258.80 8917.2 956.1 24.6 3.9 348768. 1015.4888 1486325.
JUL 'Y 24 73 10 00 AM 2b5.88 258.82 9009.2 958.2 25.2 4.0 358354. 1227.5322 1490415.
AUG I 73 10 00 AM 265.85 258.80 8980.1 956.3 25.1 5.1 454257. 1037.0798 1421988.
AUG B 73 10 OJ AM 205.32 258.78 d956.8 954.7 25.4 4.6 413501. 919.2712 1438288.
AUG 16 73 1 G OIJ AM 265. ti2 258.78 8951.0 954.3 25.9 4.3 387413. 969.3245 1259116.
AUG 24 73 10 00 AM 265.79 258.16 8930.7 952.9 24.5 4.4 395393. 878.1790 1549119.
SEPT II 74 • I 5 PM 265.82 258.78 8956.8 954.7 24.3 6.5 578752. 286.1042 770100.



SUQFACE r. ;: ~~ ... j; '; I II TuTAL SUQFACE AVHAG':' IW':;R AGE T JTAL STABILITV OXYGEN
DAT::: T I ,'iF !:::l~V.Hl ~~. :v;v l,T I'1'~ VOLU"~~ ... ~ EA TF;"'P~RATUl{E o. o. lXYGE~ I"fDEX OISTPII\UTIOF\;

('}EU IAr-., I ("1!:T ~f< 5 J ("1';T E R ';) ( HA-MI (H,=CTAQ,fS J I G€G. C I ("lG/L) (K GI (KWH) INDEX
(KG-MI

"AY , 2 75 l?:) ) P" 2 b j. 79 25"1.76 q932.2 952.9 1 q. q 6.4 57Z91l. 813.,)u81 J023961.
"'Y 10 15 4: 2J p~ 2f'j.~? ., ':.8.78 ;j959.1 q54.~ 19.2 7.2 o't 31 1 1 • 756.1?5"1 RoO! 83.
"'Y 10.; 7, " ~: ,,5 P 1 2 i.o:l. F> ?)d.70 P<;o24.9 952.5 ' l).5 6.4 %'475'1. J30l.9~2':1 1089696.
t,}AV n 75 '.: ~) p" ?r:'::.. H ?'i:.q? 92 t2.l 971.8 2 G. 2 j.i,) :"~047 J'. 682.70J4 1303595.
JIJ'JC 5 75 " :llJ '" - ~ ~' '::"5. 30 ?SF..76 89B.to q 5 ':1..1 22.3 4.0 352 Q ol. be3.9749 91105'.
,JU"ol" J:) 75 ~,: ':I' ? I ?f5. '~'" 2 5S. ::l: l> 90 ~2.? 9~3. ? 72.13 5 .1 459':13~. 679.(1415 1?34345.
JlJ'~r: ' " 75 " ~ :<'- ') po, ~ 6:' • "': ~ :'-13 • l' d :iQ 4>i.'. 9<;4.1. 2~.O 4.2 3761,)<+.:). 526.6011 1061142.
JlJ'';:: ?' 7< 1: aJ 4<\ ~ v:,. " ~?:J. 1'0 ·j9 n. ~ °5".7 :' .... 4 1.0 4498J3. 674.8eo'5". 1452·)57.
JU'ji= , ~ '5 ,_ .J: 4) t, .~ .?: t'J ,;:; ••", : 5-;i. 77 ;'936a~ <l '53. '3 ;' 5.') ••6 409<;27. 911.97'5'3 1546884.
JUl V 7 15 ,

J:~'5 4' 2b. ~2 ., '5H. 7 ~ flOj}.7 954. ~ ": • 3 34?!41. 881.1eo9 t 1484028.
JULY "

, I: .• ~ " 2 (;:].. ;:? ? '>b. 7 e 3959.7 954.9 ~.~ 343·~'-'~. ~O2.30')3 145'H"1.
JULY ,, 75 ,_1.: {·5 .1.',1 ::. to r: . ..:~ ? '):~ .78 3953.9 954.'5 (' 5 •.j 3.5 31174? 61't.5366 1,,94-3'20.
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